An oriented graph G σ is a digraph without loops and multiple arcs, where G is called the underlying graph of G σ . Let S(G σ ) denote the skew-adjacency matrix of G σ . The rank of the skew-adjacency matrix of G σ is called the skew-rank of G σ , denoted by sr(G σ ). The skew-adjacency matrix of an oriented graph is skew symmetric and the skew-rank is even. In this paper we consider the skew-rank of simple oriented graphs. Firstly we give some preliminary results about the skewrank. Secondly we characterize the oriented graphs with skew-rank 2 and characterize the oriented graphs with pendant vertices which attain the skew-rank 4. As a consequence, we list the oriented unicyclic graphs, the oriented bicyclic graphs with pendant vertices which attain the skew-rank 4. Moreover, we determine the skew-rank of oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with girth k in terms of matching number. We investigate the minimum value of the skew-rank among oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with girth k and characterize oriented unicyclic graphs attaining the minimum value. In addition, we consider oriented unicyclic graphs whose skew-adjacency matrices are nonsingular.
Introduction
Let G be a simple graph of order n with vertex set V (G) = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n } and edge set E(G). The adjacency matrix A(G) of a graph G of order n is the n × n symmetric 0-1 matrix (a ij ) n×n such that a ij = 1 if v i and v j are adjacent and 0, otherwise. We denote by Sp(G) the spectrum of A(G). The rank of A(G) is called to be the rank of G, denoted by r(G). Let G σ ba a graph with an orientation which assigns to each edge of G a direction so that G σ becomes an oriented graph. The graph G is called the underlying graph of G σ .
The skew-adjacency matrix associated to the oriented graph G σ is defined as the n × n matrix S(G σ ) = (s ij ) such that s ij = 1 if there has an arc from v i to v j , s ij = −1 if there has an arc from v j to v i and s ij = 0 otherwise. Obviously, the skew-adjacency matrix is skew symmetric. The skew-rank of an oriented graph G σ , denoted by sr(G σ ), is defined as the rank of the skew-adjacency matrix S(G σ ). The skew-spectrum Sp(G σ ) of G σ is defined as the spectrum of S(G σ ). Note that Sp(G σ ) consists of only purely imaginary eigenvalues and the skew-rank of an oriented graph is even. Let C σ k = u 1 u 2 · · · u k u 1 be an even oriented cycle. The sign of the even cycle C otherwise, v is called saturated in G w . Denote by P n , S n , C n , K n a path, a star, a cycle and a complete graph all of which are simple unoriented graphs of order n, respectively. K n 1 ,n 2 ,··· ,nr represents a complete r-partite unoriented graphs. A graph is called trivial if it has one vertex and no edges. Recently the study of the skew-adjacency matrix of oriented graphs attracted some attentions. Cavers et. al [4] provided a paper about the skew-adjacency matrices in which authors considered the following topics: graphs whose skew-adjacency matrices are all cospectral; relations between the matching polynomial of a graph and the characteristic polynomial of its adjacency and skew-adjacency matrices; skew-spectral radii and an analogue of the Perron-Frobenius theorem; and the number of skew-adjacency matrices of a graph with distinct spectra. Anuradha and Balakrihnan [2] investigated skew spectrum of the Cartesian product of an oriented graph with a oriented Hypercube. Anuradha et. al [3] considered the skew spectrum of special bipartite graphs and solved a conjecture of Cui and Hou [7] . Hou et al [9] gave an expression of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the skew-adjacency matrix S(G σ ). As its applications, they present new combinatorial proofs of some known results. Moreover, some families of oriented bipartite graphs with Sp(S(G σ )) = iSp(G) were given. Gong et al [11] investigated the coefficients of weighted oriented graphs. In addition they established recurrences for the characteristic polynomial and deduced a formula for the matching polynomial of an arbitrary weighted oriented graph. Xu [18] established a relation between the spectral radius and the skew spectral radius. Also some results on the skew-spectral radius of an oriented graph and its oriented subgraphs were derived. As applications, a sharp upper bound of the skewspectral radius of oriented unicyclic graphs was present. Some authors investigated the skew-energy of oriented graphs, one can refer to [1, 5, 10, 12, 13, 17, 19] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we list some preliminary results. In Section 3, we characterize the connected oriented graphs which attaining the skew-rank 2 and determine the oriented graphs with pendant vertex which attaining the skew-rank 4. As a consequence, we investigate oriented unicyclic graphs, oriented bicyclic graphs of order n with pendant vertices which attain the skew-rank 4, respectively. In Section 4, we determine the skew-rank of unicyclic graphs of order n with fixed girth in terms of matching number. Moreover we study the minimum value of skew-rank of the oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with fixed girth and characterize oriented graphs with the minimum skew-rank. In Section 5, we consider the non-singularity of the skew-adjacency matrices of oriented unicyclic graphs.
Preliminary Results
The following results are fundamental. Here we omit their proofs.
(iii). Let G σ be an oriented graph on n vertices. Then sr(G σ ) = 0 if and only if G σ is a graph without edges (empty graph).
As we know, the oriented tree and its underlying graph have the same spectrum [9, 14] . So the following is immediate from [6] .
Lemma 2.2 Let T σ be an oriented tree with matching number β(T ). Then
The next result is an immediate result of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.3 Let P σ n be an oriented path of order n. Then sr(P
n be an oriented cycle of order n. Then
Lemma 2.5 Let G σ be an oriented graph containing a pendant vertex v with the unique
Proof. Assume that all vertices in
Then the skew-adjacency matrix can be expressed as
where the first two rows and columns are labeled by v 1 , v 2 . So it follows that
Remark.
In fact the result also holds for the unoriented graph, one can refer to Corollary 1 (pp.234) [6] .
For convenience, the transformation in Lemma 2.5 is called δ−transformation. The skew-rank of some graph can be derived by finite steps of δ−transformation.
Let w be a common neighbor of two nonadjacent vertices u, v. The edges among u, v and w have the uniform orientations if the arcs is from u, v to w or from w to u, v. The edges among u, v and w have the opposite orientations if one arc is from u (v) to w and the another is from w to v (u).
Two For an oriented graph G σ , the uniform (opposite) twins in S(G σ ) correspond the identical (opposite) rows and columns. Hence deleting or adding a uniform (opposite) twin vertex does not change the skew-rank of an oriented graph. Hence we have Lemma 2.7 Let u, v be uniform (opposite) twins of an oriented graph
Two pendant vertices are called pendant twins in G σ if they have the same neighbor in G σ . By Lemma 2.7, we have
By the definitions of uniform (opposite) twins and evenly-oriented graph, we can derive the following results.
Lemma 2.9 Let G σ be an oriented complete multipartite graph. If all its 4-vertex cycles are evenly-oriented, then all vertices in the same vertex partite set are uniform or opposite twins.
Oriented graphs with small skew-rank
According to Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, it is obvious that sr(G σ ) ≥ 2 if G is a simple non-empty graph. A natural problem is to characterize the extremal connected oriented graphs whose skew-ranks attain the lower bound 2 and the second lower bound 4. Let G 1 be the graph obtained from K 3 by adding a pendant edge to some vertex in K 3 (as depicted in Fig. 2 ). Let G σ be an oriented graph. Let v be a vertex of G σ and
the induced subgraph of G σ on the vertices in V ′ including the orientations of edges.
Theorem 3.1 Let G σ be a connected oriented graph of order n (n = 2, 3, 4) with skewrank 2. Then the following statements hold:
1. If n = 2, G σ is an oriented path P σ 2 with arbitrary orientation.
. Each edge has any orientation in G σ .
3. If n = 4, then G σ is one of the following oriented graphs with some properties:
(a) Evenly-oriented cycle C Proof. If n = 2, 3, the results can be easily verified from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.3.
If n = 4, then all 4-vertex connected unoriented graphs are Fig. 2 ) or two copies of P 2 as an induced subgraph. 
Proof. Sufficiency:
Assume that G σ is a complete bipartite graph K n 1 ,n 2 and all its 4-vertex cycles are evenly-oriented. Then all vertices in the same partite vertex set are uniform or opposite twins by Lemma 2.9. Let X 1 , X 2 be two partite vertex sets of K n 1 ,n 2 . Suppose that n 1 ≥ 2. Let x 1 , x 2 be two arbitrary vertices in X 1 . By Lemma 2.7, we have sr(
Necessity:
Suppose that the underlying graph of G σ is isomorphic to K n . Since n ≥ 5,
from the proof of Theorem 3.1. This is a contradiction.
Assume that the underlying graph G is not a complete multipartite graph. Then G must contain P 4 , G 1 (as depicted in Fig. 2 ) or two copies of P 2 as an induced subgraph by Lemma 3.2. This implies that sr(G σ ) ≥ 4 which is a contradiction.
Combining the above discussion, we infer that G is a complete multipartite graph but not a complete graph. Assume that the underlying graph G is a complete t-partite graph K n 1 ,n 2 ,··· ,nt . Suppose that t ≥ 4. Then G σ must contain an induced subgraph K Let X 1 , X 2 be the two partite vertex sets of K n 1 ,n 2 . If the cardinality of one of them is one, the G σ is an oriented star K σ 1,n−1 and each edge has arbitrary orientation. Assume that the cardinality of every partite vertex set is more than one. If K 1. Graphs obtained by inserting some edges with arbitrary orientation between the center of S σ n−n 1 −n 2 (n 1 + n 2 ≥ 2) and some vertices (maybe partial or all ) of a complete bipartite oriented graph K σ n 1 ,n 2 such that all 4-vertex cycles in K σ n 1 ,n 2 are evenlyoriented.
Graphs obtained by inserting some edges with arbitrary orientation between the cen-
ter of S σ n−n 1 −n 2 −n 3 (n 1 + n 2 + n 3 ≥ 3) and some vertices (maybe partial or all) of a complete tripartite oriented graph K σ n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 such that all 4-vertex cycles in K σ n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 are evenly-oriented.
Proof. Sufficiency: It is easy to verify that the results hold by Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 3.3.
Necessity: Assume that sr(G σ ) = 4. Let x be a pendant vertex in G σ and N(x) = y.
oriented star. So sr(G σ ) = 2 which is a contradiction. Next we shall verify that there exists exactly one nontrivial connected components in G σ − x − y.
Assume that there exist i (i ≥ 2) nontrivial connected components in
Without loss of generality, we denote them by G 11 , G 12 , · · · , G 1i .
Case 1.
Each of the nontrivial components has no pendant vertex. By Lemma 2.5, we have
This is a contradiction. Case 2. There exists one nontrivial component which contains a pendant vertex. Let v be the pendant vertex in a nontrivial component and u be the neighbor of v.
is an empty graph. This is impossible since there exist some edges in other components under our assumption. Combining the above two cases, there exists exactly one nontrivial connected component in G σ − x − y. Without loss of generality, assume that G σ 11 is nontrivial. So 
(as depicted in Fig. 3) as the underlying graph and each edge has any orientation in U σ .
3. The oriented graphs with U n−5 4
(as depicted in Fig. 3 ) as the underlying graph in which C σ 4 is an evenly-oriented cycle. 4 Skew-rank of oriented unicyclic graphs
In this section we determine the skew-rank of the oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with girth k in terms of matching number. Moreover, we investigate the minimum value of the skew-rank among oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with girth k and characterize the extremal oriented unicyclic graphs.
Lemma 4.1 [9, 11] Let G σ be an oriented graph of order n with skew adjacency matrix S(G σ ) and its characteristic polynomial
n−1 a n−1 λ + (−1) n a n .
if i is even, where the summation is over all basic oriented subgraphs H of G σ having i vertices and c + , c are the numbers of evenly-oriented even cycles and even cycles contained in H , respectively. In particular, a i = 0 if i is odd.
Theorem 4.2 Let G σ be an oriented unicyclic graph of order n with girth k and matching
Proof. If i > β(G σ ), G σ contains no basic oriented subgraphs with 2i vertices and a 2i = 0.
is a factor of the characteristic polynomial
. So we consider the coefficient a 2β(G σ ) .
Next we divide into three cases to verify this result.
Case 1. k is odd. Note that there does not exist even cycle in every basic oriented subgraph H . So
Case 2. k is even and C σ k is oddly-oriented. There exists an even cycle in some basic oriented subgraph, but no evenly-oriented cycle in any basic oriented subgraph. So a 2β(G σ ) = 0 which implies sr(G σ ) = 2β(G σ ).
Case 3. k is even and C σ k is evenly-oriented. Let H be the set of basic oriented subgraphs on 2β(G σ ) vertices. Let H 1 be the set of basic oriented subgraphs on 2β(G σ ) vertices which contain only β(G σ ) copies of K 2 .
Let H 2 be the set of basic oriented subgraphs on 2β(G σ ) vertices which contain C σ k and
It is evident that sr(
In what follows we shall verify sr( 
For convenience, we introduce three notations.
edges and a matching of C Let H n,k be an underlying graph obtained from C k by attaching n − k pendant edges to some vertex on C k .
Theorem 4.3 Let G
σ be an oriented unicyclic graph of order n with girth k (n > k).
This bound is sharp.
by Lemma 2.1. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, we have
Note that all oriented graphs with H n,k as the underlying graph have the same skew rank as H σ k+1,k . So the result holds. The following results can be derived by similar method in Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 in [8] . 
where G σ 0 + u is the subgraph of G σ induced by the vertices of G σ 0 and u.
By the above result, we have Theorem 4.5 Let G σ be an oriented unicyclic graph and C σ be the unique oriented cycle in G σ . Then the following statements hold:
where G σ {v} is an oriented tree rooted at v and containing v.
If there does not exit a vertex
Let U * be an underlying graph which is obtained from a cycle C k and a star S n−k by inserting an edge between a vertex on C k and the center of S n−k .
Theorem 4.6 Let G σ be an oriented unicyclic graph of order n and C σ k be the unique
Then the following statements hold:
, k is even,
, k is odd. and G σ has any orientation; 
, which implies G σ {v} is an oriented star. From the above process, we can find that this result is independent of the orientations of edges. So G σ has any orientation.
Similarly the result holds for the case that k is odd. Suppose that there does not exist a vertex v ∈ V (C σ k ) which is saturated in G σ {v}.
By Theorem 4.5, we have
Next we deal with the following three cases. 5 Non-singularity of skew-adjacency matrices of oriented unicyclic graphs Let U n,k be the set of oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with girth k. Let U 1 be the set of oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with girth k which can be changed to be an empty (null) graph by finite steps of δ-transformation. Let U 2 be the set of oriented unicyclic graphs of order n with girth k which can be changed to be an oriented cycle C σ k or the union of isolated vertices and C σ k by finite steps of δ-transformation. Obviously, U n,k = U 1 ∪ U 2 .
Theorem 5.1 Let G σ be an oriented unicyclic graph of order n with girth k (k < n). Then 1. If G σ ∈ U 1 , then sr(G σ ) ≤ n, n is even, n − 1, n is odd.
If
n is odd, k is odd, n − 2, n is even, k is odd, n, n is even and C σ k is oddly-oriented, n − 1, n is odd and C σ k is oddly-oriented, n − 2, n is even and C σ k is evenly-oriented, n − 3, n is odd and C In what follows we consider the non-singularity of skew-adjacency matrices of oriented unicyclic graphs. As we know, if the order n is odd, then the oriented unicyclic graph must be singular. So we only need consider the oriented unicyclic graph with even order. By Theorem 5.1, we have Theorem 5.2 Let G σ be an oriented unicyclic graph with even order n. Then S(G σ ) is nonsingular if and only if G σ ∈ U 1 and G σ has a perfect matching, or G σ ∈ U 2 , C σ k is oddly-oriented and G σ − C σ k has a perfect matching.
